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control of scale

A large feature film can involve a massive

number of audio elements contributing to

a scene. Controlling these demands a

large console and often requires multiple

operators. Attention to detail is critical,

regardless of the scale of the mix.

control for speed

Commercials, promos, trailers and other

shorter, post production challenges often

demand a session turn around measured in

minutes, rather than hours. Digital

processing and instant reset are the keys

to achieving these levels of productivity.

Mixing sound to picture is about control Introducing Avant Plus - the powerful

digital dubbing console with a fast,

simple, discrete control surface

providing operators with an intuitive

interface to fully digital processing.

A complete set of surround mixing

and monitoring tools mean that from

commercials to feature films, avant

plus has the power and speed to meet

the creative demands that modern

productions require.

Avant Plus -Power,

productivity and performance

Avant is already a proven performer for mixing sound
to picture, with consoles in daily use worldwide.

Avant Plus now brings substantial benefits made
possible through the implementation of Solid State
Logic’s latest HS Automation Computer. The complex
automation of thousands of control elements is easily
managed to maintain creative focus through the most
elaborate scenes, while new features such as Pre-Mix
Masters mean that all the action can sit under a single
fader for the ultimate in control.

Fast, intuitive control

With a discrete control surface, getting to the ‘right’
control is easy. This reduces operator fatigue and
allows a more relaxed and creative session.
Combined with digital automation and reset, tasks
are completed faster and with greater confidence.

Digital processing has never been more responsive

The challenge of mixing reel after reel of complex
action sequences, subtle drama dialogue, or even 30
seconds of a snappy commercial, demand enormous
amounts of mixing activity. Digital processing and
comprehensive automation provide a means to ‘set
and forget’ the subtlest of changes. The latest SSL HS
Automation Computer maintains lightning response
even under the most demanding situations.

The capacity to cope

In a complex scene it’s not unknown for a film mix to
consist of over 300 audio elements, simultaneously.
Specialised operators may also demand individual
control sections for Music, Dialogue and Effects. From
a compact, single-operator console to a significant,
twin-processor, three operator section ‘Hollywood’
style superconsole, Avant Plus has the flexibility and
processing capacity to be configured for all of these
challenges. Modular and shared I/O resources may
also be scaled appropriately.

Comprehensive surround tools

Creating the soundscape to accompany moving
pictures demands advanced surround tools.
Panning for individual sources in up to 7.1 channels,
and flexible monitoring to ensure that what is mixed
is what is experienced, are essential. Avant Plus
meets these needs. Comprehensive controls including
Joysticks and the new PanPointTM pen/tablet options
provide unrivalled creative possibilities, while
paddles for pec/direct selection, or buttons for
bus/tape switching provide traditional and effective
monitoring control.



Avant Plus

The post production console

• Powerful and compact

A scaleable control surface ensures 
a compact and powerful console.
A 24-fader avant plus, for example, 
has two banks of channels which may 
be accessed individually or globally 
from a single button push providing 
96 main and 96 pre dub channels. Bay 
swapping allows a bay of channels to 
be swapped with a designated central 
master bay. Thus, channels can be 
accessed from the optimal ‘surround 
sweet spot’ listening position.

• Non-linear automation

Multi-speed dynamic automation of all 
controls and parameters provide avant 
plus users with time-saving tools to 
significantly enhance productivity. 
Mixers can update settings while 
parked, and ‘fill’ a scene by simply 
locating its end, without having to
play through in realtime. Comprehensive
offline editing tools enable scenes to 
be removed or inserted at will, while 
the mix is in progress.

• Session productivity

Project-based storage of all session 
settings ensures complete and reliable 
recall, and makes archiving and 
restoring previous work a simple task. 
In conjunction with snapshot, the 
console may be reset for new or 
repeat sessions in a matter of seconds.

• shared resources and
integrated routing

With avant plus, signal routing is 
handled as a part of the system 
infrastructure. This means that it can 
be stored and recalled within seconds, 
as a part of a project, or simply to 
change a set-up. Additionally, solid 
state logic’s hub router fully maximises 
available resources in multiple-room 
facilities, enabling equipment to be 
centralised and used more cost 
effectively.

• Sophisticated machine control

Parallel and serial 9-pin machine 
control allows avant plus to work 
with traditional tape machines, video 
decks and non-linear editing systems.

Avant Plus

The film dubbing console

• Huge mixing capacity

For large film mixes, a twin processor 
avant plus provides more than 400 
signal paths, configured as 192 main 
channels plus 192 pre-mix channels, 
both with automated control, this is 
complimented by a 64 input monitor 
matrix to provide enough capacity for
the largest productions.

• Dedicated music, dialogue and
effects mixer sections

For large film productions, avant plus 
can be configured with dedicated music, 
dialogue and effects mixer sections. 
Complex setups are simply stored in
the project management system and
may be recalled instantly when
sessions change.

• Sophisticated film monitoring

Avant plus features a 64 x 8 monitor 
matrix providing preset bus/tape 
switching, record arming for instant 
recorder control, and multiformat 
source selection for multiple stem 
context monitoring. Virtual paddles 
provide paged access to up to 48 track 
record arms from any single set of
8 paddle keys, providing fast recorder 
control during pre-mixing.

• Dedicated processing

Proprietary, designed-for-purpose, 
digital signal processing provides 
task-specific, dedicated mixing tools on 
every channel. This eliminates the need 
to assign processing at the start of a 
session, and provides reliable, proven 
and great-sounding mixes

• Traditional film features

Digital technology doesn’t necessitate 
moving from traditional, efficient and 
proven methods. a unique feature of 
avant plus, for example, allows 
automation to be used in reverse play, 
allowing in-context changes to be 
auditioned while projection equipment 
locates under bi-phase control
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Exciting new features to

break creative boundaries

Pre Mix MastersTM

Multiple 6 or 8 channel pre mixes can be stacked
beneath individual master faders enabling a large
number of pre mix channels to be ‘hidden’ from the
main control surface and freeing channel capacity
for primary audio sources.

SuperGrouperTM

Using SuperGrouperTM any set of rotary controls,
faders and/or switches may be freely grouped across
the console. Controls may be grouped in Relative, Link,
Inverse Relative or Inverse Link modes, providing fast
access to a range of powerful mix tools for creating
totally unique effects.

PanPointTM Panning

Complementing its joystick control, PanpointTM

Panning from the pen and tablet provides the most
comprehensive and accurate surround sound panning
yet available.

INFOTM Faders

New hot-swappable INFOTM faders provide tactile
identification of null points and provide operators
with unsurpassed information feedback during the
mixing process.

Channel automation

Avant Plus has fully-featured channels that provide
compressor, limiter and gate, 4 band parametric EQ,
high and low pass filters, and external insert point
facilities. Dedicated pre dub channels provide flexible
monitoring, freeing main channels and busses for
layback operations. All of these signal paths and
processes are fully automated to cope with the most
demanding dubbing tasks.

Immediate, responsive control

Familiar knob per function control provides immediate
access and feedback of all console parameters, ensuring
the mix process is fast, efficient and intuitive. Channel
Banking provides instant access to 2 layers of channels
in a compact console frame and Bay Swapping enables
any parameter on larger console surfaces to be accessed
temporarily from the central sweet spot position. 

Multichannel bussing and panning

Individual channels pan and bus in Mono, LR, LCR,
LCRS, 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1 formats providing the ability to
generate multiple stems in a variety of formats for
recording and  monitoring.

Comprehensive 64 x 8 monitor matrix

Fully programmable and capable of handling 64
bus/tape inputs, the console’s monitor matrix provides
true multi-stem ‘in context’ monitoring and instant
recorder control. Monitor Formats and Record Presets
enable the matrix to be reconfigured for different output
formats or recorders at the touch of a button.

On line mix pass auditioning and instant recall

Up to 5 passes are held in temporary memory and may
be auditioned on the fly by selecting the desired pass
from the mix pass list. Mixes may then be stored
permanently along with all other session settings for
the project. This comprehensive and reliable recall
provides a quick and easy method of archiving and
restoring previous work, and will reset the console
in seconds saving valuable session time.

Avant Plus

The film and post production

console built on experience and

designed for the future

Solid State Logic 

Serving the professional audio community for
over 30 years, SSL has thousands of consoles
in daily use around the world. Devotees of SSL
award-winning technology encompass every
strand of the audio industry from eminent music
recording artists and producers to the world’s
most prestigious broadcasters, film studios and
post production facilities.

Located near Oxford, UK, SSL’s headquarters
are equipped with the latest production
techniques that, coupled with rigorous test and
Q/A procedures, ensure that every component
meets demanding specifications.

On-site commissioning by SSL engineers,
together with a technical support hotline service
and remote diagnostics is designed to safeguard
customers still further.

Complementary to the provision of on-site
training, a purpose-built training school at
Oxford ensures that customers’ operational
and engineering staff are fully conversant with
SSL technological advantages.

SSL has a worldwide network of sales and
service centres comprising a number of
subsidiary companies supported by authorised
regional distributors, all of which provide a
comprehensive programme of technical support.
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offline mix data editing
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